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Since President Fernando Collor de Mello introduced a series of austerity policies on March 16
including the lock-up of over $100 billion in savings and checking accounts , an estimated 300,000
workers have been dismissed nationwide and another 700,000 were put on collective holiday. On
April 27, 1,470 metalworkers were laid off by three Sao Paulo firms. After giving workers a 73%
pay hike in March 10% less than inflation for the month , the government froze wages in April.
In contrast to government claims of zero inflation, independent sources estimate at least 24% in
April. For instance, the Inter-Union Department of Statistics and Socio-Economic Studies, said the
minimum wage in May will be worth only $50, its lowest level since being created in 1940. About
one-third of Brazil's labor force is unionized. Despite efforts by some unions to prevent salary
reduction pacts, around 30 were signed in the past month. During the last major recession between
1981 and 1983, only five such arrangements were finalized. Official figures say unemployment
has grown from 3.5% to more than 9% since March 15. Over 50% of Brazilian workers earn $150 a
month or less, while the richest 10% of the country's 150 million people live in luxury. In the words
of Herbert de Souza, director of the Brazilian Institute of Social and Economic Analysis: "With the
poverty we've got, Brazil can't take a deep recession. The first impact of the plan may have helped
the poor, but that is temporary and will be erased with a recession. The measures are now popular
because people are looking at the immediate impact and not consequences." (Basic data from AP,
04/29/90, 05/01/90)
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